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[Chinese shoes Network - Brand News] According to reports, because of the thickness of the non-compliance of the outsole, Nike
shoes, a women's sports culture has recently been identified as substandard products quality supervision departments. Yesterday,
the Municipal Quality and Technical Supervision Inspection Corps According to consumer reports, in a Nike store Daning seasonal
promotions, found substandard models and lots are still selling sneakers. 
textile fabric shoes of product quality supervision and inspection results Municipal Quality Supervision Bureau announced the end of
the show, the city has 30% spot check product quality problems, including the ME & ampCITY, Nike and other brands. Substandard
products, Nike a leisurely No. 434173-500, production date for the women's sport culture footwear 5 July 2011 by the test outsole
thickness does not meet the standard requirements. Nike Daning seasonal promotions shop reporter saw this problem shoe is
shown in the top shelves, priced at 349 yuan. 
Currently, Nike Daning seasonal promotions shops have a variety of problems, including shoes sneakers under the shelf, quality
supervision departments are similar products on store 3 sampling inspection. As of 16:00 yesterday, the three models are sampling
in the sample suspected of substandard quality (2), including the quality supervision department had been notified of the products in
question. Quality supervision department said it would combine the checks, the quality of Nike's sales of substandard products
behavior seriously. (Chinese shoes Network - the most authoritative and most professional Footwear News)
Nike Sportswear recently for its hot shoe Air Huarache releases a revolutionary improved version of Utility. Continued from the hands
of Tinker Hatfield classic shape design, air huarache utility in the upper into the innovation dynamic Flywire technology to enhance the
stability of the shoe body, collocation of sideways on type D eyelets and nylon straps, signs of TPU heel protection, and then wear the
serrated rubber bottom, this retro running shoes add more outdoor air. At present this shoe has been through pre order the atmos.
The first wave of bring a total of fans color, black / white, black and white four choice, interested friends may wish to pay more
attention to.
(Editor: kid shoes)
< p > in recent years fashion rolled up a retro wave, some not originally specialized in engraved for leading brands and slowly added
to engraved among army, have to their past the best-selling single product styles to "revive" is, of course, is riding the engraved
momentum follow up the victory. 
in NEW BALANCE has recently been published in the spring and summer of 2013, until recently re launched a new series next year.
In retro M574 types, named "vintage" series, have to quite the past enchants a moment of classic retro color for inspiration, again in
the M574 again deduction, makes the shoes to running shoes standard nylon and suede material combination, the current exposure
of spring summer 2013 series of the most anticipated a, but want to start, also want to wait until next spring and summer, so full of
time, you fans slowly consider what color it. 
source: providermag
"Shoes to from the child grabbed" the sentence joke, here in Spain shoes brand Picasso babe is now a reality, after following the last
month and Highsnobiety cooperation to create air jordan 1, Adidas originals superstar, Nike Air Force 1, vans Sk8-Hi, Reebok
Instapump fury, puma Clyde and Converse Chuck Taylor All Star, such as the classic shoe type knitted version, overwhelmed by the
two sides added a recent hot yeezy boost 350. Whether it is one type of shoe body contour, the signs of the toe suture, or followed by
the pull ring are able to retain the integrity of the, presumably will make you have a father of Sneakerhead they fondle admiringly. The
shoes have been through the online store brand purchase, priced at 70 euros at.
< br / > after watching yeezy gyrus Nike Roshe run of the 350 customized version, you obsessed with shoes also will inevitably
emotion and feel envy for customized shoes of masters. Today, it's estimated that but also stimulate your desire to have a desire,
custom team Dominic Lowman recently on instagram a dynamic update, but the back is no longer a shoes of a single product, but
one seemingly shoebox of things, as long as the more careful you will find, this one by one and tennis shoes shoe box shape is
almost the same box, turned out to be a Taiwan and Taiwan PS4, intends to PS4 resembles a box side combines sneaker elements,
launched a brand version of Nike, Adidas originals and Jordan Brand, service price 24,99 pounds. Unfortunately, domestic friends or
more difficult to buy, and hope that the next one can make up for the emergence of a customized! (Editor: YOYO)
intelligent shoe is the use of electronic devices to feel their environment, figure out how to behave, and then immediately change the
physical properties to adapt to the new environment.
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